
the Chunk
Digraph Pages

These digraph pages are a 
fantastic way to help beginning or 
struggling readers use word 
chunks to read words! 
This pack includes a page for ch, 
sh, th, & wh… plus 2 review pages 
for consonant digraphs.

Read more about word chunking 
@ This Reading Mama

Terms of Use: This printable pack was created for you to use at home with your 
child/students or with multiple children in your classroom or tutoring setting. Please do 
not share between classroom teachers, sell, host, reproduce, giveaway, or store on any 
other site (including a blog, Facebook, 4Shared, Dropbox, Amazon Inspire, etc.). Thank 
you!
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Blog: www.thisreadingmama.com

Subscribe to my Newsletter: HERE

TpT: /This-Reading-Mama
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Pinterest: /thisreadingmama

Twitter: @thisreadingmama

Email: becky@thisreadingmama.com 

Click on each image to see the resource!
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as in 
chair

Directions:
For each word, color in the ch digraph. Then use the 
pattern to help you read the word aloud. 

the Chunk ch
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as in 
sheep

Directions:
For each word, color in the sh digraph. Then use the 
pattern to help you read the word aloud. 

the Chunk sh
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as in 
thumb

Directions:
For each word, color in the th digraph. Then use 
the pattern to help you read the word aloud. 

the Chunk th
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as in 
whale

Directions:
For each word, color in the wh digraph. Then use the 
pattern to help you read the word aloud. 

the Chunk wh
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Directions:
Color each digraph in the black box a different color. Follow 
your color code to color the digraph in each word below. Use 
the digraph chunk to help you read the words.

the Chunk ch
sh
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the Chunk ch
sh thDirections:

Color each digraph in the black box a different color. Follow 
your color code to color the digraph in each word below. Use 
the digraph chunk to help you read the words.
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the Chunk ch
sh

th
wh

Directions:
Color each digraph in the black box a different color. Follow 
your color code to color the digraph in each word below. Use 
the digraph chunk to help you read the words.



Alternative

the Chunk
“sh” Digraph Pages

It’s been brought to my attention that 
one of the “sh” words I used has a 
different meaning to international 

readers. So, I’ve replace that word with 
another “sh” word in these two pages.



as in 
sheep

Directions:
For each word, color in the sh digraph. Then use the 
pattern to help you read the word aloud. 

the Chunk sh
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the Chunk ch
sh thDirections:

Color each digraph in the black box a different color. Follow 
your color code to color the digraph in each word below. Use 
the digraph chunk to help you read the words.
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